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A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2244 4 Erica Crt Summerhill Hare: Delly

LH3 Hash
Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2244 - Delly’s 3 1/2 Hour Quickie Run
Yes, with the pace of a racing three-toed sloth,
Delly has set a marathon run. Rumour quickly
spread that Delly had taken a twist over ‘a bridge’
and the randomness of the route caused him to be
out for such a long duration. Maybe ‘the bridge’
was Kings Bridge or Henry Street Bridge? - no, no,
no, it was a pissy little footbridge over a culvert below the dog shitting area. Intrepid hashers were up
to the task and boldly took on the longer challenge
only to find that loop on the banks of the South Esk
joined back into the shorter track soon after the
remaining pack had passed. All runners were within
calling distance (except ABBA because he doesn’t
call) when the trail took to the Duck Reach/First Basin track. Delly’s ample use of lime was easily seen,
indeed so easily seen that it was possible to glimpse
the trail direction through undergrowth and predict
where it emerged out onto Corin Street. So where

was the remaining three hours of the run to
go? This question was soon answered when
the on home was discovered – of course, its 3
½ hours Delly time – when Delly’s speed is multiplied by 3 ½ hours this equates to a run duration of less than 45 minutes. Keen naturists or
those that follow Richard Attenborough will
know that the three-toed sloth has a maximum
speed of 0.003 Miles per hour or in metric
terms 0.00483Km/h. That would be about par
for this course given that Delly took 3 ½ hours
to set it. Sloths move so slowly that algae are
able to grow on them so I reckon that if Delly
didn’t shower regularly he too would be a viable host for this plant like organism. A good
run set by Delly and a personal 3 ½ hours proof
of his dedication to Hash.

ON ON:
Is it coincidence that Delly’s yard has tall trees and three-toed
sloths live in tall trees? The committee administrators have commandeered the patio to carry out their financial obligations and
the area is a haze of raffle tickets and $5 notes – awesome, the
scene would rival Wall Street during a market surge.
It was nearly a dry night at hash this week and I am not talking
about the weather. Sheilas new beer cooler he has bought along
in Boongs absence has failed its second test will there be beer
tonight??. I have never seen so many experts lend a hand to
make the cooler function.
Blakey has returned from deaths door to take the Lip session, he
is taking it easy for a while - Not sure how someone that sits on
their arse all day can take it any easier than they already have it?

ON Downs:
Delly gets a drink for his 3 ½ hour ordeal.
Electric Eric gets to celebrate. He has finally paid
Tiles outstanding money and saved a call from the
collection agency – Tiles bought a new family wagon
from the proceeds.

Goblets Rigged Raffle:
Goblet’s ASX approved raffle was drawn. Proceeds from this go directly to the Annual Change over Dinner, returning the benefits to those that participate throughout the year. This benefit has traditionally
been extended to one of a partner, wife, or girlfriend. The annual dinner can easily run to many thousands of dollars so Goblet’s work eases the economic stress on the dinner guests and the committee
funds, making for an enjoyable celebration. The raffle nights offer quality prizes, meat and food for
both rich and underprivileged hashers alike as well as providing untold entertainment.
Pash - Family pack
Thumbs – wine
Sheila – car care kit
2-Bob – wine
Inlet – meat tray
As you can see – this week it was a clean sweep for the underprivileged.

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 6 th December 3 Wenlock Way Prospect Hare: Two Bob
Tuesday 20 th December Christmas run Hash Temple Hare Goblet
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland
Cres

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 8th December 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Magpie
Joke of the Week

Three desperately ill men go to their
docter seeking help. One is and alcoholic, One is a chain smoker and the
other is gay. The doctor tells the men if
you indulge in any of your habits again
you will die. So the three men leave
and then the alcoholic sees a bar and
hears its loud music and can't resist. He
orders a shot of whisky drinks it and
suddenly drops down dead the other
two men walk out side realising how
serious this is, but then the chain
smoker sees a half a ciggarette on the
ground still burning so the gay guy
says to the chain smoker "if you bend
over to pick that up were both dead"

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
OMG Delly

I must admit I got lost in
the bush setting tonight’s
run

How could Delly get
lost in the Summerhill
reserve

We will never know we
got lost before we got to
the reserve

